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1 Overview of Content Intelligence Modules 
Content Intelligence modules allow the classification of content on a SiteExecutive 
website. 

The current Content Intelligence modules include: 

 Classification (core) 

 Related Content (core) 

 Syndicated Content (add-on) 

2 Classification Module 
Classification module is used for creating a faceted classification structure for Website 
content. Using the classification module, administrators can achieve intelligent and well-
structured content with minimum effort. 

Once classification structure is established by site administrators, their associated terms 
can be applied to site content by content authors.  

Content classification is also used by other SiteExecutive modules. For example, the 
Related Content module displays lists of similarly classified content. The Syndicated 
Content module can be used to create automatic updates for RSS feeds with specified 
classification.  

2.1 Modeling 
The SiteExecutive classification structure consists of high-level Topics, mid-level 
Facets, and low-level Terms. While Topics can be applied broadly, terms are 
applied specifically to smaller amounts of content.  

Terms are created within Facets and are facet-specific. Topics are used for 
grouping facets. A Facet, once created, can be assigned to multiple topics. 

Note: With Related Content and Syndicated Content modules, matching is 
done for facet-term combinations.  

Achieving a Successful Classification Model: 

A successful classification model reflects the site structure in an easily 
manageable and meaningful manner. To build a successful classification model, 
administrators may need to modify the existing site structure to align content 
structure with the classification needs. Before modeling the site classification, 
administrators should determine the content that will be classified, and find this 
content’s common attributes. Administrators then create the classification model 
based on these common attributes.  

Note: Administrators should refrain from creating single-use terms and 
facets and should instead model terms and facets so they can be applied to 
multiple pages or files. 

Creating models deeper than three tiers: 

SiteExecutive’s Classification module allows for three-tier structure. To create 
structures with more tiers, administrators can break up the tiers in a three-tier 
model. This is achieved by taking one of the original lower-tier items and making 
that lower-tier item the top tier of a new structure.



Sample Model: 

A sample classification model is provided below: 

 

 

In this example, Press Releases and Publications are the two 
Topics. Year, Quarter, Author, and Subject are the Facets with 
their respective Terms assigned. 

The Facet Author is assigned to both Press Releases and 
Publications Topics. 

The Facet Quarter is created to provide a more detailed 
classification for the publication time of the Press Releases, and 
can be used in combination with the Year Facet. 

Author 

Jane Smith Rich Williams 

Daniel Adams 

2006 2007 2008 

Year 

Publications 

Physics Biology Arts 

Subject 

Press Releases 

Quarter 1 

Quarter 2 

Quarter 3 

Quarter 

Quarter 4 
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2.2 Creating Facets & Terms 
To create Facets: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on Facets. 
 

 

Note: Facet creation requires Administrative rights to the 
Classification module. 

4. Double-click on the Create Facet icon under the Desktop tab. 

 



The Create Facet dialog box will appear. 

  

5. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Name<<: The name for the Facet. This field is limited to 255 characters 
and special characters are not allowed. 

Sort<<: The sort order of the terms within the Facet. Users should select 
a sort order from Ascending Order, Descending Order, and User 
Specified. User Specified sorting allows for user to drag the terms to 
attain the desired order. This field determines the order of term displayed 
under Classify Content and Terms Administrator. 

Description: A detailed description of the Facet. This field is for 
SiteExecutive users and is not public. 

6. Click Save. 

The new Facet is created and is placed under the Facets node in 
SiteExecutive Explorer. 

 

To create Terms within a facet: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click the Facets folder under Classification. 
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4. Click on desired Facet. 

 

Note: Term creation requires administrative rights to the 
Classification module. 

5. Select the Terms tab.  

 

Under the Terms Administration, users will be able to create new Terms, 
view and edit the existing Terms, and resort the Terms within the 
selected Facet. 

 

6. In the New Term section, enter the name of the Term into the Name: 
field. 

7. Click Add. 

The new term appears in the list of Terms for the selected Facet.  

2.3 Creating Topics 
To create topics: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 



3. Click on Topics. 

 

Note: Topic creation requires administrative rights to the 
Classification module. 

4. Double-click on the Create Topic icon under the Desktop tab. 

 

The Create Topic dialog box will appear. 

  

5. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Name<<: The name for the topic. This field is limited to 255 characters 
and special characters are not allowed. 

Description: A detailed description of the Topic. This field is for 
SiteExecutive users and is not public.  

6. Click Save. 

The new Topic is created and is placed in the SiteExecutive Explorer. 

 

To assign Facets to Topics: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Topics folder under Classification. 
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4. Select the desired Topic. 

 

Note: Assigning facets to topics requires administrative rights to 
the Classification module. 

5. Select the Facets tab. 

 

Under the Facets Administration, users will be able to assign, edit, and 
remove existing Facets to selected Topic.  

 

6. In the New Facet Assignment section, select the Facet to assign to the 
topic in the Facet drop-down list. 

7. In the Content Tagging Options section, enter information in the 
available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Label (displays instead of the Facet name if specified): Allows 
administrators to define a different Label for the selected facet. The 
assigned Label is displayed in Classify Content dialog box.  

Require Term(s) Selection when Tagging Content?: Determines 
whether the Facet and its terms should be required for the content 
assigned the selected Topic. If checked, the Facet appears with a 
required marker in the Classify Content dialog box.  

Allow multiple Term selection?: Determines whether content authors 
can select multiple Terms from the Facet in the Classify Content dialog 
box. 

8. Click Add. 



The new Facet appears in the list of Facets for the selected Topic. 

2.4 Managing Topics 

2.4.1 Editing Topic Properties 
While each Topic’s properties are defined when the Topic is created, the 
properties may be modified at any time.  

To edit Topic properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Topics folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Topic. 

5. Select the Properties tab. 

 

The Topic Properties will appear in the information area. 

 

6. Click Edit.  

Currently, only Description: field can be edited. 

7. Click Save when done.  

2.4.2 Editing and Deleting Facets Within A Topic  
Users can edit and remove facets within a Topic. 

To edit a Facet within a Topic: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Topics folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Topic. 

5. Select the Facets tab. 

6. Click on the Edit icon next to the desired Facet. 

 

The Facet information will display in the Edit Facet Assignment 
section: 
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7. Make the necessary changes. 

8. Click on the Update button.  

 

To remove a Facet from a Topic: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Topics folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Topic. 

5. Select the Facets tab. 

6. Click on the Delete icon next to the desired Facet. 

 

The Delete warning dialog box will appear. 

 

 

7. Click OK to remove the selected Facet from the Topic. 

Note: Removing the Facet will not permanently remove the 
Facet and its associated Terms. It will remove the Facet from 
the selected Topic. The Facet and its Terms will also be 
removed from all the content classified with the topic-facet 
combination. 

2.4.3 Renaming Topics 
Users may rename topics. 

To rename a Topic: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Topics folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Topic. 

5. Select the Desktop tab. 



6. Double-click Rename icon in the information area. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear. 

  

7. Enter a new name in the Name: field. 

8. Click Save. 

SiteExecutive Explorer will refresh and the renamed object will 
appear selected. 

2.4.4 Deleting Topics 
Users have the ability to delete a created topic. 

To delete a Topic: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Topics folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Topic. 

5. Select the Desktop tab. 
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6. Double-click Delete icon in the information area. 

 

The Delete warning dialog box will appear. 

  

The dialog box asks, “Are you sure that you want to delete 
‘object name’?” It also warns the user that deletion of the Topic 
cannot be undone. 

7. Click OK to delete the object or click Cancel to cancel. 

2.5 Managing Facets and Terms 

2.5.1 Editing Facet Properties 
While each Facet’s properties are defined when the Facet is created, the 
properties may be modified at any time.  

To edit Facet properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Facets folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Facet. 

5. Select the Properties tab. 

 

The Facet Properties will appear in the information area. 

 



 

6. Click Edit.  

The Sort: and Description: fields can be edited. 

7. Click Save when done. 

2.5.2 Editing and Deleting Terms 
Users can edit and remove Terms within a Topic. 

To edit a Term within a Facet: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Facets folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Facet. 

5. Select the Terms tab. 

6. Click on the Edit icon next to the desired Term. 

 

The Topic information will display in the Rename Term section: 

 

7. Edit the Term name. 

8. Click on the Rename button.  

 

To remove a Term: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Facets folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Facet. 

5. Select the Terms tab. 

6. Click on the Delete icon next to the desired Term. 

 

The Delete warning dialog box will appear. 
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7. Click OK to remove the selected Term. 

2.5.3 Renaming Facets 
Users may rename Facets. 

To rename a Facet: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Facets folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Facet. 

5. Select the Desktop tab. 

6. Double-click Rename icon in the information area. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear. 

  

7. Enter a new name in the Name: field. 

8. Click Save. 

SiteExecutive Explorer will refresh and the renamed Facet will 
appear selected. 

2.5.4 Deleting Facets 
Users have the ability to delete a created Facet. 

To delete a Facet: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Expand the Classification module under Modules. 

3. Click on the Facets folder under Classification. 

4. Select the desired Facet. 

5. Select the Desktop tab. 



6. Double-click Delete icon in the information area. 

 

The Delete warning dialog box will appear. 

  

The dialog box asks, “Are you sure that you want to delete 
‘object name’?” It also warns the user that deletion of the Facet 
cannot be undone. 

7. Click OK to delete the Facet or click Cancel to cancel. 

 

3 Classifying Content 
In SiteExecutive, users and administrators can classify content using faceted 
classification keywords defined in advance by site administrators or personnel with 
expertise in developing classification structures. The classification process gives users a 
simple mechanism for associating pre-defined terms (concepts or keywords) with content 
(e.g., a Web page or any binary object managed by SiteExecutive). By creating these 
associations, content can be automatically displayed where relevant using the Related 
Content or Syndicated Content modules. 

The classification structure consists of high-level Topics, mid-level Facets, and low-level 
Terms. While Topics can be applied broadly, terms apply specifically to smaller amounts 
of content. 

Terms can be assigned to pages created in and files uploaded to SiteExecutive. The 
effectiveness of the classification process hinges on how accurately terms are applied to 
content. This process should be closely monitored by site administrators. 

3.1 Assigning Topics to Folders: 
For content classifying to be enabled at the page level, topics need to be 
assigned to the parent folder. 

To assign a topic to folders: 

1. Select a folder from the Site Tree. 

2. Select Folder Administration in the Actions panel. 
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3. Select the Topic Assignments. 

  



 

The Topic Assignments dialog box will appear. 

 

Any topics inherited from parent folders will be displayed under Assigned 
Topics. 

4. Click on the Assign This Topic icon under Available Topics. 

To remove a topic from selected folder, click on the Unassign This 
Topic icon for each desired topic under Assigned Topics. 

5. Click Close. 

Note: Assigning topics to a folder requires Administrative privileges 
on the folder. 

3.2 Assigning Terms to Content: 
Once topics are assigned to a folder, content within the folder can be classified 
with the terms of the assigned topics.  

To assign terms to content: 

1. Select the desired page or file in Site Tree. 

2. Select the Desktop tab. 
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3. Double-click Classify Content icon in the information area. 

 

The Classify Content dialog box will appear. 

 

4. Click on the Edit button. 

 

5. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Recency Date<<: By default, set to today’s date. Recency Date is used 
by Related Content module when order by date is selected. 

Terms: Terms are grouped by assigned Topic and Facet. A required 
marker (<<) is displayed next to Facet names where a Term selection is 
required. Users can select the appropriate Terms from the list. 

6. Click on Save. 

7. Click on Close. 

Note: Classifying content does NOT require the page to be 
republished. 
 



4 Related Content Module 
Content authors can apply the appropriate classification terms established by 
administrators to their content. Content, appropriately classified, can be called using the 
Related Content module.  

The Related Content module is inserted on a page to display a list of content that is 
related to a specified set of terms. The module allows users to specify terms to match 
content against. If inserted on the template, the module can also be used to dynamically 
find content related to the current page’s classification. The content to be matched can be 
selected throughout the site or from a specific folder. 

The content returned can be sorted alphabetically or by recency. 

4.1 Understanding Content Relations 
To use the Related Content module effectively, users should understand how 
the content relationships are defined. There are two major points users should 
keep in mind: 

Facet-Term matches: When searching for related content, the module matches 
Facet-Term combinations. Topics are not used in matching.  

Exclusive approach: The results will contain only content tagged with all of the 
facet-term combinations. 

The Related Content module will return content that contains all of the specified 
facet-term combinations or just one of the terms specified. The returned content 
can have additional facet-term combinations assigned. 

For example: Assume four pages exist within a folder with the following 
classifications: 

Page 1: Departments > Mathematics, Departments > Physics 

Page 2: Departments > Arts, Departments > Physics 

Page 3: Departments > Arts, Departments > Mathematics 

Page 4: Departments > Arts, Departments > Mathematics, Departments > 
Physics 

If the Related Content module is matching for Departments > Mathematics 
and Departments > Physics, the two pages, Page 1 and Page 4, would be 
returned, since these pages contain both of the specified facet-term combination. 
If Any Term was specified then all pages would be returned since at least one 
search term is included in every page. 

If the Related Content module is matching for Departments > Arts, 
Departments > Mathematics and Departments > Physics only Page 4 would 
be returned, since only Page 4 is classified with all three facet-term 
combinations.  

If the Related Content module is matching for Departments > Arts, Page 2, 
Page 3, and Page 4 would be returned, since these three pages all contain 
Department > Arts facet-term combination.  

 

4.2 Inserting the Related Content Module 
To insert the Related Content module: 
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1. Select the desired page in the Site Tree. 

2. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

3. Click Edit Page. 

4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted. 

5. Click the Insert a Module tool. 

The Insert Module dialog box will appear. 

6. Select Related Content from the Module: drop-down list. 

 



7. Click OK. 

The Module Properties dialog box will appear. 

  

8. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Terms to Match<<: Refers to the terms the module will use when 
displaying related content. If Page is selected, the module will match the 
content to the terms assigned to the current page. If Facets is selected, 
the user can manually select the facets the module will use to match 
terms.  The module will begin to match content to the terms assigned to 
the current page but only perform matching on terms that are associated 
with the facets specified.  If Specify is selected, the user can manually 
select the terms the module will use. 
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Facets/Terms Selector: Is activated when Facets, or Specify is 
selected in Terms to Match field. If Facets is selected, the Terms to 
Match displays all available Facets within the system. Users can select 
multiple Facets.  If Specify is selected, the Terms to Match displays 
selectors for Topics, Facets and Terms that have been created under 
the Classification module. Users can add multiple Topic-Facet-Term 
combinations. 
NOTE: This field requires READ access to the Classification 
module.  

When Facets is selected, the Facets Selector will display: 

 

When Specify is selected, the Terms Selector will display: 

 

Content to Show Matches<<: Allows user to determine whether all 
terms must be met or any term must be met to return a result. 

Site or Folder to Watch<<: Allows user to determine a particular folder 
to select the related content from. The module will search related content 
against the contents of the selected folder. 

Cascade Watch: Allows user to determine whether the module should 
search related content against the contents of the subfolders of the 
selected site or folder. 

Maximum # of Matches<<: Determines the maximum number of results 
that will be returned. This value is set to 10 by default. 

Order by<<: Determines whether the related content should be sorted 
by its Recency Date (Newest to Oldest) or by content’s Title. 

Content Type(s)<<: Allows user to determine the type of content 
(SiteExecutive pages, uploaded documents, and/or uploaded 
multimedia files) the module will return. By default, pages are selected. 

Summary: When checked, displays the Page Summary or File 
Description for content. 

Binary Filename: If checked, the binary filename will display for the files 
that the module displays. 

Binary Icon: If checked, binary files displayed will have an appropriate 
icon that indicates the file type. 

No Matches Message: Allows user to enter a custom message if no 
matches are found. By default, the module does not display any text 
when there are no matches to display. 



9. Click Save. 

The Related Content module will appear on the page. 

4.3 Accessing Related Content Module Properties 
To access the Related Content module properties: 

1. Select the desired module while the page is in edit mode. 

2. Right-click on the module. 

3. Select Related Content. 

 

The Related Content Properties dialog box will appear. 

4.4 Deleting Related Content Module 
To delete Related Content module: 

1. Select the desired module while the page is in edit mode. 

2. Right-click on the module. 

3. Select Delete Module. 

 

The selected module will be removed. 

5 Syndicated Content Module 
The SiteExecutive Syndicated Content module provides users with the ability to 
subscribe to external syndicated content, to display that content on SiteExecutive pages 
and templates, as well as to syndicate their own content.  

The module provides two methods of interaction with syndicated content: subscription 
and publication.  
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5.1 Overview 
Content syndication is a means of creating data feeds that supply headlines, 
links, and article summaries of content from a Website. RSS, which is used as an 
acronym for Really Simple Syndication and Rich Site Summary, is a format for 
distributing and gathering content from sources across the web, including 
newspapers, magazines, and blogs. RSS is the most widely recognized means 
of syndication. Content syndication is not limited to just news. Any content that 
can be broken down into discrete items can be syndicated via RSS. The 
Syndicated Content module in SiteExecutive allows content authors to work 
with external feeds (syndicated content). Content authors can subscribe to feeds, 
display them on pages created in SiteExecutive, as well as syndicate their own 
content for external feeds. Content authors in SiteExecutive may use the module 
to easily create and distribute feed items that include links, headlines, and 
summaries. The module allows content authors and web publishers to: 

 Subscribe to externally created syndicated content 

 Display the syndicated content on SiteExecutive pages 

 Publish SiteExecutive-created content as syndicated content 

 Organize the publication feeds in the desired order 

5.1.1 Technical Specifications 
Content subscriptions will allow SiteExecutive to consume internal or 
external feeds in any of the following formats: RSS 2.0, RDF (RSS 1.0) or 
Atom 1.0. Published feeds will be created in RSS 2.0 format.  

The syndicated content’s presentation is determined by designers using 
CSS capabilities.  

5.1.2 Administration 
When provided with a feed URL by a user, SiteExecutive will attempt to 
retrieve the feed from the host server. Once the feed has been retrieved, it 
will be validated for well-formed XML. 

5.1.3 Permissions 
The Syndicated Content module and all tools related to the module are 
subject to permissions. To request syndication of a page, Administrative 
permissions are required at the page level. If a user does not have 
Administrative rights to a page, the Request Syndication icon will appear 
inactive on the Desktop tab.  

For access to the module itself, which exists under the Modules section in 
the site tree, a minimum of Read permissions is required at the module 
level. Users with Read permissions can preview existing feeds, but cannot 
edit, add, delete or rename feeds or feed groups. In addition, users with 
Read permissions cannot export the feed group to OPML.  

Users with Write permissions may create, rename and export feed groups 
to OPML. They can create new subscription and publication feeds, can 
update and rename those feeds and can edit the properties of the feeds 
and feed groups.  



Users with Administrative permissions to the module may perform the 
same functions as users with Write permissions. Additionally, they may 
move feed groups, delete feeds and feed groups, manage permissions, 
access the Object Viewer and view the Audit Log for feeds and feed 
groups.  

5.1.4 Style Sheets 
The Syndicated Content module allows display flexibility via Cascading 
Style Sheets (CSS). Establishing the style sheet appropriately will provide 
content authors the flexibility to determine the look and feel of the 
syndicated content.  

A sample .css file is provided with the module and may be uploaded into 
existing style sheets to allow for display flexibility. SiteExecutive version 4 
supports ID and Descendant selectors which are used in the sample .css 
file to contribute to the display of the syndicated content.  

An Import Style Sheet tool is available in SiteExecutive version 4 allowing 
designers to import styles into existing style sheets for optimal module 
design flexibility. 

  

5.2 Organizing Syndicated Content 
Similar to other objects in SiteExecutive, syndicated content is stored in the site 
tree under the Modules section in the site tree. Feed groups must be created 
and allow for organization of subscription and publication feeds.  

5.2.1 Establishing a Feed Group 
A feed group provides a means of organizing feeds in a hierarchical 
model. Like folders, feed groups behave similar to other objects in 
SiteExecutive; they may be renamed and deleted. A feed group’s 
properties may also be modified after its initial creation. 

To create a feed group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

 

Double-click Create Feed Group on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Create Feed Group dialog box will appear.  
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3. Enter information in the available fields.  

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Name<<: Refers to the name of the feed group in which the 
collection of feeds will be stored. The name of the feed group must 
begin with a letter, number or underscore. After that, any 
combination of letters, numbers, hyphens, periods, underscores 
and spaces are allowed. Leading and trailing white space is not 
permitted and it will be stripped if necessary. This field is limited to 
255 characters.  

Description: Refers to descriptive text, which will allow users to 
determine the types of feed collections stored within a feed group. 
This field is limited to 255 characters. 

4. Click Save. 

The new feed group becomes available in the site tree. 

5.2.2 Modifying a Feed Group’s Properties 
The feed group’s properties can also be edited at any time after it is 
created.  

To modify the properties of a feed group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content. 

4. Select the Properties tab. 

 



The feed group’s properties will appear. All properties can be 
edited except for the feed group’s name.  

 

5. Click Edit. 

The Feed Group Properties will appear. 

 

6. Make desired modifications.  

7. Click Save. 

5.2.3 Feed Group Maintenance 
Once a feed group is established, the feed group may be renamed or 
deleted.  

To rename a feed group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content. 

4. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear.  
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5. Make desired modifications. The name of the feed group must 
begin with a letter, number or underscore. After that, any 
combination of letters, numbers, hyphens, periods, underscores 
and spaces are allowed. Leading and trailing white space is not 
permitted and it will be stripped if necessary. This field is limited 
to 255 characters.  

6. Click Save. 

 

To move a feed group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content. 

4. Double-click Move on the Desktop tab. 

 
The Move dialog box will appear. 



 

5. Select the desired location.  A feed group can only be moved to 
within an existing feed group or at the root of Syndicated 
Content. 

6. Click Move. 

 

To delete a feed group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content.  
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4. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Delete dialog box will appear. The dialog box will indicate 
the number of feed items that will be removed.  

 

5. Click OK. 

5.3 Creating a Subscription Feed 
Subscription feeds allow users to specify the fully qualified URL to an external 
feed and later display that feed on a SiteExecutive page. 

5.3.1 Subscribing to Feeds 
To subscribe to a new feed: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content.  

4. Double-click New Subscription Feed on the Desktop tab. 

 

The New Subscription Feed dialog box will appear.  



 

5. Enter information in the available field. 

The field is defined as follows: 

Feed URL: Refers to a fully qualified web address from which 
feeds will be pulled.  

6. Click Save. 

The site tree will refresh and the created feed will appear selected. 
 

 

The subscription feed will appear in the site tree. 

5.3.2 Modifying a Subscription Feed’s Properties 
When an external feed is subscribed to, it will appear in SiteExecutive with 
the properties as assigned by the feed author, SiteExecutive or subscriber. 
Some of these properties include the name of the feed, the auto-update 
frequency, and the date and time when the feed was last retrieved and 
modified. Some of the properties may be modified via the Properties tab.  

To modify a feed’s properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content.  

4. Select the Properties tab.  

 

The feed subscription’s properties will appear.  
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5. Click Edit.  

The Feed Subscription Properties will appear.  

 

The fields established by the external host provider will 
appear and are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Name: Refers to the title of the feed. 

Feed URL<<: Refers to the fully qualified web address of the feed. 

Auto-Update Frequency<<: Defines the interval of time in 
minutes that the feed will automatically update. This is set to 120 
minutes by default by SiteExecutive to preserve bandwidth but 
may be manually changed. This time may not be less than the 
interval allocated in the Time to Live field.  

Time to Live: Refers to the minimum update interval requested by 
the feed author. 

Last Retrieved: Displays the date and time when the feed was 
last retrieved.  

Last Modified: Displays the date and time when the feed was last 
modified on the host server.  

Only the Feed URL and Auto-Update Frequency in minutes may 
be modified. Modifying the feed URL will not change the name of 
the subscription feed. This is such to allow users to modify the 
URL, while keeping the same name.  

6. Make desired modifications.  

7. Click Save. 

5.3.3 Subscription Feed Maintenance 
Subscription feeds may be renamed, moved, and deleted once they are 
created.  

To rename a subscription feed: 

1. Select the desired subscription feed.  

2. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab. 
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The Rename dialog box will appear.  

 

3. Make desired modifications. 

4. Click Save. 

 

To move a subscription feed: 

1. Select the desired subscription feed. 

2. Double-click Move on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Move dialog box will appear. 



 

3. Select the desired location to move the subscription feed.  A 
subscription feed can be moved to another feed group. 

4. Click Move 

 

To delete a subscription feed: 

1. Select the desired subscription feed.  

2. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Delete dialog box will appear.  
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3. Click OK. 

5.3.4 Previewing a Subscription Feed 
Subscription feeds may be previewed prior to being displayed on a 
SiteExecutive page.  

To preview a subscription feed: 

1. Select the desired subscription feed.  



2. Select the Preview tab. 

 

The preview of the subscription feed will appear.  

 

5.3.5 Updating Subscription Feed Content Manually 
Subscription feed content may be manually updated so that it is refreshed 
from the host server. This is not required, but may be useful if updates are 
known to have occurred since SiteExecutive last refreshed (retrieved) the 
feed content.  

To update subscription feed content: 

1. Select the desired subscription feed in the site tree.  
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2. Double-click Update Feed Content on the Desktop tab.  

 

The update will automatically run. Upon completion, a confirmation 
message indicating successful update will appear.  

 

3. Click OK. 

5.4 Designing the Module Output  
The targeted audience for this section includes developers, designers and users 
with detailed knowledge of XML, XSL and/or Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). 
Content authors with minimal influence on styles may skip this section.  

5.4.1 Overview 
Although only subscription content may be displayed on a page or 
template, the Syndicated Content module is considered to be a content 
module. 

The Syndicated Content module introduces a new technique of 
SiteExecutive content module development that offers developers and 
designers complete flexibility over the appearance of content modules 
placed on a page or template. This is accomplished by defining themes for 
a module. 

Modes define the core functionality of the module while themes, coupled 
with extended style sheet capabilities, provide the tools for creating rich 
design possibilities. 

When the module is displayed, the raw data is retrieved, formatted into the 
XML structure defined by the mode, passed through the XSL file defined 
by the theme for transformation into XHTML and then returned to the 
browser for display. 

5.4.1.1 Modes 

A mode simply defines what information will be displayed by the 
module. Each mode registered for a module maps to a specific 
XML format that contains the data to be presented when the 
module is displayed. For example, a search module may offer 
Search Form and Search Results modes. While the same 
module is used to offer the Search Form and the Search 
Results, the display for each is very different. 



One or more modes are defined by the module developer and 
cannot be extended or modified. The modes of a module define 
its core functionality and display elements. 

5.4.1.2 Themes 

While the mode of a module describes and defines its raw data, 
the theme provides the primary presentation layer – the layout. A 
theme is assigned to a mode and maps to an XSL style sheet 
that is used to convert the raw XML of the mode into XHTML that 
will be displayed in the browser. CSS may be applied to the 
theme output as a skin to provide a rich final presentation.  

Unlike modes, which are fixed, developers may register custom 
themes for a module if the desired layout cannot be created 
using the themes that ship with the module. 

5.4.1.3 Style Sheets 

A theme converts the raw XML of the mode to functional 
XHTML, but CSS styling provides the final touch. Technically, 
some or all styling could be done directly in the theme XSL file, 
but to truly leverage the power of separation between 
presentation and content, style sheets should be employed. With 
separation of content from presentation, many skins can be 
applied to a single layout to present a number of unique design 
implementations. 

5.4.2 Creating a Theme 
The expected audience for this section is developers and designers who 
wish to create a custom layout for the module information. Designers or 
content authors who simply wish to style existing layouts may skip to the 
next section Designing the Output. 

5.4.2.1 Understanding the XML 

The Syndicated Content module employs a single mode, 
named Default, to fulfill its current functional requirements. The 
XML structure, fully populated with sample data, is available in: 
<install 
root>/server/mod/addons/semod_syndication/_sample/xml/defau
lt.xml. 

When the module is displayed, the XML will contain live data 
populated at runtime. 

5.4.2.2 Creating the XSL Style Sheet 

As mentioned, the XSL style sheet transforms raw XML into 
presentable XHTML markup. The transformation from XML to 
XHTML is not difficult, but a few requirements must be observed 
to ensure that any custom theme fits seamlessly into the 
SiteExecutive framework: 

 The XSL file should specify an html output method. 
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 The transformation should display the module content 

within a container div. This div tag will provide the 

module boundaries for applying fixed widths, borders, 
background color, etc. using CSS. 

Additionally, the following best practices are recommended: 

 Transformed markup should be XHTML compliant. 

 The use of presentational markup in the transformed 
XHTML should be avoided. 

 The markup should be designed so that CSS style sheet 
creators have access to every element of the markup for 
styling. This can be done using container elements, 
class names, etc. 

Finally, this module defines certain parameters that should be 
accepted by the XSL style sheet. The default values may be set 
as desired and any passed values may be ignored, but errors 
may occur if the following parameters are not recognized by the 
XSL file: 

 

Attributes  Description 

se-module-id ID applied to the module container element.  
This is primarily used to create CSS styles 
using descendant selectors that key on the 
module's top level element. 

se-max-items Number of items to be displayed at runtime. 

se-new-window Whether links displayed should open in a new 
window. 

5.4.3 Designing the Output 
The Syndicated Content module ships with a single theme whose 
displayed markup has been designed to be quite flexible with respect to 
styling. That markup is available for designers who wish to create styles 
for the module output and can be found in: <install 
root>/server/mod/addons/semod_syndication/_sample/xhtml/default-
default.xml. 

With the additional control provided by this module comes additional 
responsibility. Designers must be careful to avoid conflicts with existing 
styles or the module's final appearance may not be what was expected. 

5.4.3.1 Expanded CSS Functionality 

To back this new module paradigm, SiteExecutive now offers 
support for additional CSS selector types, ID selectors and 
descendant selectors. It also offers new functionality for 
importing additional styles into an existing SiteExecutive style 
sheet. 



5.4.3.1.1 ID Selectors 

ID Selectors are very similar to the class selectors that 
have been available in SiteExecutive since the initial 
release of version 3.5. ID selectors key on the ID value 
of an HTML element. In SiteExecutive, an ID selector 
can be created by selecting the Advanced type in the 
New Selector dialog window. 

1. Select the desired style sheet in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

3. Click the New Style Definition icon. 

The New Selector dialog box will appear 

4. Select Advanced (grouping, pseudo-
classes,etc.) from the Type: drop-down. 

 

5. Enter a name for the selector. 

6. Click Save. 

5.4.3.1.2 Descendant Selectors 

A descendant selector is used to select elements which 
are descendants of another element in the document 
tree. Like ID selectors, descendant selectors can be 
created as an Advanced selector type. 

1. Select the desired style sheet in the Site 
Explorer. 

2. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

3. Select a class. 

4. Click the Edit Selector icon. 

The Edit Selector dialog box will appear. 
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5. Make edits and click Save. 

5.4.3.1.3 Appending Styles  

In addition to enhanced CSS support, designers can 
create styles in external development environments and 
append those styles to an existing SiteExecutive style 
sheet. 

This means that, when writing styles for this module, 
designers can open the sample HTML file, style it to their 
satisfaction outside of SiteExecutive and then apply 
those styles directly to a style sheet that is used by 
pages within SiteExecutive. 

To append styles to an existing style sheet: 

1. Select the desired style sheet in the Site 
Explorer. 

2. Double-click the Import Styles icon on the 
Desktop tab. 

 

The Import Styles dialog box will appear.  

 



3. Click Browse. 

4. Select the desired style sheet from which styles 
will be appended.  

5. Click Save.  

6. Republish the style sheet.  

The Syndicated Content module ships with a number 
of styles that are ready to import into existing style 
sheets. These styles are not likely to provide a perfect fit 
for existing designs, but minor adjustments should offer 
enough design potential to enable rapid deployment of 
the module. The styles provided can also be used as a 
guide for creating custom styles. 

5.4.3.2 Applying CSS Styles 

The Syndicated Content module, like most modules, applies a 
block of code to a page. This means that styling the module 
requires more than adding a single style to the style sheet in use. 
More likely, many styles will be created to support rich 
presentation of the module. 

It is important to note that the default theme shipped with the 
Syndicated Content module is built to be legible and functional 
even when no styles have been applied. 

5.4.3.2.1 Applying a Single Style 

Designers wishing to support uniform styling for all 
instances of the module can base their styles on a class 
that has been applied to the module container element 
by the theme. The class name is 

SESyndicationModule and, when used as the top 

level ancestor selector, it can provide a baseline style for 
all instances. The module output will pick up these styles 
if no other styles have been selected or provided. 

5.4.3.2.2 Providing Options  

Individual instances of the Syndicated Content module 
may be styled differently if styles based on IDs are used. 
Many designs, all based off of a different ID can be 
added to the same style sheet and the content author 
can select the preferred design by selecting a module ID 
when the module is added to the page. 

5.4.3.2.3 A Hybrid Approach 

Designers can apply both of the approaches discussed 
above by creating a design based on the class name 
and one or more designs based on IDs. In this way, the 
module is styled according to the designer's preference 
whether the user explicitly selects an ID or not. 

Extra care is required when taking this approach to 
prevent unexpected style conflicts. The rules of style 
inheritance can prevent a design from achieving the 
expected appearance. 
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5.5 Displaying the Subscription Feed  
Once a feed group is created and feeds have been stored in the group, individual 
or multiple feeds may be set up to appear on SiteExecutive pages or templates.  

5.5.1 Inserting the Syndicated Content Module 
At the page or template level, content authors may insert the Syndicated 
Content module to display specified feeds.  

To insert the Syndicated Content module: 

1. Select the desired page in the Site Tree.  

2. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

3. Click Edit Page. 

4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted. 

5. Click the Insert a Module tool. 

The Insert Module dialog box will appear. 

6. Select Syndicated Content from the Module: drop-down list. 

 

7. Click OK. 

The Module Properties dialog box will appear. A sample feed 
using dummy data will appear allowing a preview of the 
presentation of the feed data. 



 

8. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the 
style sheet. The ID selector selected will then be passed to 
XHTML so that styles based on the ID will determine the look and 
feel of the feed content. The presentation of the content in the 
preview area may vary and change when a different ID selector is 
chosen. If ID selectors are not available on the style sheet, the 
Module ID: field will not appear.  

Feed<<: Lists subscription feeds available. This list will display all 
subscription feeds for which the user has permissions, regardless 
of what feed group the feeds are stored in. 

Max Items: Determines the maximum number of feed items that 
will display on the web page. 

Open Links in a New Window: Opens the links to each article in 
the subscription feed in a new web browser window.   

9. Click Save. 

The subscription feed will appear on the page or template. The 
page must be published for feeds to appear on the active version 
of the page.  

5.5.2 Accessing the Module Properties 
Once inserted, the module properties may be accessed. 

To access the Syndicated Content module properties: 

1. Select the desired module while the page is in edit mode.  

2. Right-click on the module. 

3. Select Syndicated Content. 
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5.6 Creating a Publication Feed 
Publication feeds allow content authors to syndicate SiteExecutive content on 
feeds that can later be added to site visitors’ feed readers.  

5.6.1 Overview 
There are two types of publication feeds, static and dynamic. Static feeds 
allow content managers to manage the content that is syndicated on a 
feed, whereas dynamic feeds maintain themselves by syndicating all the 
relevant content in a specified folder.  

5.6.1.1 Static Feeds 

A static feed is one populated by SiteExecutive content that has 
been explicitly requested and approved for inclusion in the feed. 

Approved pages may be activated or deactivated for removal 
from a given feed. Although a maximum number of items to 
display within the feed may be specified, the number of approved 
items will be unlimited.  By doing this, relevant content may be 
approved, but not necessarily displayed. Auto-discovery allows 
for the last published feed items to display at the top of a feed, 
by default when the feeds are initially approved. Approving 
content for display may not always display the feed item, 
therefore, unless it was one of the last to be published 
(considering the number of feed items set to appear on a feed). 
Republishing a page that already exists on a feed will not rewrite 
the feed with the newly published page as the first feed item. A 
Feed Items tab is available and allows feed owners to manually 
update the display order of the feed items.  

5.6.1.2 Dynamic Feeds 

A dynamic feed is one populated based on the most recently 
published content within a specific top level folder that matches 
the constraints specified within the keywords.  



The keywords are driven by the Classification module.  The 
classification module is used for creating a hierarchical taxonomy 
for website content. Using the classification module, 
administrators can achieve intelligent and well structured content 
with minimum effort.  Once administrators establish classification 
hierarchies for the website content, content authors can apply 
the appropriate terms to their content.  

The keyword definitions retrieve all exact matches of content 
with the specified terms.  Please refer to the Site Administrator 
User Guide to begin using the classification module to model 
content. 

5.6.2 Creating a Static Publication Feed 
A static publication feed allows content authors to offer content to be 
placed on a feed. SiteExecutive pages can be requested for syndication 
on a specified feed. A request for page syndication can then be approved 
or rejected or left in pending mode until approved or rejected. Site visitors 
then have the ability to add the feed to their feed readers.  

To create a static publication feed: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content.  

4. Double-click New Publication Feed on the Desktop tab. 

 

The New Publication Feed dialog box will appear.  
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5. Select Static in the Feed Type: field. This option should be 
selected by default when the dialog box appears.  

6. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Title<<: Refers to a title for the feed.  

File Name<<: Displays the name of the file with the .xml 
extension. By default this will use the title to create the file name, 
which will be part of the URL but will never be displayed. Spaces 
in the title will be replaced by underscores and all text will appear 
in lowercase.  

Description<<: Allows the entry of descriptive text for the feed.  

Copyright Notice: Applies copyright to content. Typically this may 
include date of copyright and company.  

Managing Editor: Refers to the content owner’s e-mail address.  



Webmaster: Refers to the web master’s e-mail address.  

Max Items: Refers to the maximum number of items that the feed 
may contain at any given time.  

Time to Live: Indicates the length of time the content of the feed 
may be cached before it should be refreshed from the source. This 
is a hint to feed readers and does not necessarily have to be 
followed. The time is allotted for bandwidth considerations and 
while most readers take that into account, there may be readers 
that dismiss this.  

Skip Days: Indicates days when the feed should not be read. This 
is a hint to feed readers and does not necessarily have to be 
followed. 

Skip Hours: Indicates hours when the feed should not be read. 
This is a hint to feed readers and does not necessarily have to be 
followed. 

7. Click Save. 

The site tree will refresh and the created feed will appear selected. 

 

The static publication feed will appear in the site tree. 

5.6.2.1 Modifying a Static Publication Feed’s Properties 

The properties of a static feed may be modified at any time.  

To modify a static publication feed’s properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed under Syndicated Content. 

4. Select the Properties tab.  

 

5. Click Edit.  

The Static Publication Feed Properties will appear.  
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6. Make desired modifications.  

7. Click Save. 

5.6.2.2 Viewing the Raw XML 

A link to view the raw XML is available on the Properties tab.  

To view the Raw XML via the Properties tab: 

1. Click View Raw XML. 
 

 

The XML will appear in a separate web browser window.  



 

5.6.2.3 Static Publication Feed Maintenance 

Static Publication feeds may be renamed, moved, and deleted 
once they are created.  

To rename a static publication feed: 

1. Select the desired static publication feed.  

2. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear.  

 

 

3. Make desired modifications. 

4. Click Save. 
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To move a static publication feed: 

1. Select the desired static publication feed. 

2. Double-click Move on the Desktop tab. 

 
The Move dialog box will appear. 

            

 

3. Select the desired location to move the static publication 
feed.  A static publication feed can be moved to another 
feed group. 

4. Click Move 

 

To delete a static publication feed: 

1. Select the desired static publication feed.  

2. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab. 

 



The Delete dialog box will appear.  

 

 

3. Click OK. 

5.6.2.4 Syndicating Content on the Static Publication Feed 

Once a static publication feed is created, content may be 
syndicated so that it may become available on the static feed. 
Summaries for pages, which will be syndicated, are not required 
but are recommended. The summary may be established when 
the page is first created or via the Properties tab if the page was 
already created.  

To request page syndication: 

1. Select the desired page for syndication in the Site Tree.  

2. Double-click Request Syndication on the Desktop tab.  

 

The Request Syndication dialog box will appear. The 
request tab will appear selected by default.  
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3. Select the desired feed or feeds for syndication request. 
Options available include, Select All, Deselect All and 
individual feed checkboxes.  

4. Click Save. 

Once a syndication request is submitted, the feed will appear on 
the Pending tab. On the Pending tab, the feed will appear with 
a Delete Feed Item icon allowing the content author to delete 
the syndication request. Deleting the request will not affect the 
page itself. When the request is approved for a feed, the feed will 
appear on the Approved tab. 

5.6.2.4.1 Approving a Syndication Request 

Once a syndication request is submitted, feed owners 
may manage the syndication request by approving the 
request for the page content to be syndicated on the 
feed.  

To approve a syndication request: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site 
Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired static feed under Syndicated 
Content. 

4. Click on the Manage Content tab. 

 



The Manage Content tab contains two columns, 
Approved Items and Pending Items. The 
Approved Items will list the pages that have 
been approved and are part of the feed. The 
Pending Items section will display the items for 
which a syndication request was submitted. 

 

5. Click the Approve icon to add the pending item 
to the Approved Items section. 

Once the item is in the Approved Items section, 
a Demote icon becomes available and may be 
used to place the feed item in pending mode. 
This does not affect the actual page in any way; 
it simply prevents the item from displaying in the 
feed. By default, the page’s published date is 
used initially and determines the display order of 
the feed items. This can be manually updated as 
desired.  

 

The Preview tab will display the approved item 
as it would appear on a feed. 

6. Click Close.  

5.6.2.4.2 Rejecting a Syndication Request 

Once a syndication request is submitted, feed owners 
may reject it, if page content is not desired for display on 
the feed.  

To reject a syndication request: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site 
Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 
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3. Select the desired static feed under Syndicated 
Content. 

4. Click on Manage Content tab.  

 

The Manage Content tab contains two columns, 
Approved Items and Pending Items. The 
Approved Items will list the pages that have 
been approved and are part of the feed. The 
Pending Items section will display the items for 
which a syndication request was submitted. 

 

5. Click the Reject icon to reject the syndication 
request. 

The Reject Syndication Request dialog box 
will appear.  

 

Rejecting a syndication request will delete any 
association between the feed and the page. The 
page itself will not be affected and may be 
considered for syndication on the feed at a later 
time if a new request is submitted. The dialog 
box allows for the entry of a comment, which will 
be sent via e-mail message to the person who 
submitted the syndication request.  



6. Enter a comment for the rejection e-mail 
message.  

7. Click Close.  

5.6.2.5 Previewing a Static Publication Feed 

Static publication feeds may be previewed. 

To preview a static publication feed: 

1. Select the desired static publication feed.  

2. Select the Preview tab. 

 

The preview of the static publication feed will appear.  

 

5.6.2.6 Updating the Display Order 

Once feed items are approved to appear as part of the feed, the 
dates for each feed item may be manually updated to change the 
display order.  

To update the display order: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired static feed under Syndicated 
Content. 

4. Select the Feed Items tab.  

 

The static publication feed items will appear. Each feed 
item will display date and time options, as well as a 
calendar. By default, a page’s published date and time is 
used initially as the syndication date and determines the 
display order of the feed items. The feeds display the 
time in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) which is Eastern 
Standard Time (EST) + 5 hours or Eastern Daylight 
Time (EDT) + 4 hours. 
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5. Update the date and time for the feed item by entering a 
date in the text box or selecting a date from the 
calendar. The time may also be changed via the drop-
down options. Changing the date does not require the 
time to be changed. If a time is selected and the AM/PM 
drop-down option is left blank, the system will use AM as 
the default.  

6. Click Save.  

The Feed Items tab will refresh and will display the feed 
items in the new order.  

Note: Republishing a page that already exists on a 
feed will not rewrite the feed with the newly 
published page as the first feed item.  

 

5.6.2.7 Updating Static Publication Feed Content Manually 

Static publication feed content may be manually updated so that 
it is refreshed. While this option is available, it should only be 
used in the event updated changes are not displayed on the feed 
and/or in the event of corruption.    

To update static publication feed content: 

1. Select the desired static publication feed in the site tree.  

2. Double-click Update Feed Content on the Desktop tab.  

 

The update will automatically run. Upon completion, a 
confirmation message indicating successful update will 
appear.  



  

3. Click OK. 

5.6.3 Creating a Dynamic Publication Feed 
Dynamic publication feeds allows content authors to select a top level 
folder or site and specify keywords to display the latest content matching 
the keyword criteria. Content authors have the ability to determine the 
maximum number of items to display in the feed.   

To create a dynamic publication feed: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed group under Syndicated Content. 

4. Double-click New Publication Feed on the Desktop tab. 

 

The New Publication Feed dialog box will appear.  
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5. Select Dynamic in the Feed Type: field.  

The New Publication Feed dialog box will refresh.  



 

6. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Title<<: Refers to a title for the feed.  

File Name<<: Displays the name of the file with the .xml 
extension. By default this will use the title to create the file name.  

Description<<: Allows the entry of descriptive text for the feed. 
This field is limited to 255 characters. 

Folder<<: Refers to the top level folder or site from which content 
will be syndicated dynamically. 
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Keywords: Refers to the topic > facet > term combination that is 
used to match similar content. 

Topic:  Generates a list of all defined topics within 
Classification module 

Facet:  Generates a list of all defined facets within the 
Classification module 

Term:  Generates a list of all defined terms within the 
Classification module 

Copyright Notice: Applies copyright to content. Typically this may 
include date of copyright and company.  

Managing Editor: Refers to the content owner’s e-mail address.  

Webmaster: Refers to the web master’s e-mail address.  

Max Items: Refers to the maximum number of items that the feed 
may contain at any given time.  

Time to Live: Refers to the length of time the content of the feed 
may be cached before it should be refreshed. This is a hint to feed 
readers and does not necessarily have to be followed. The time is 
allotted for bandwidth considerations and while most readers take 
that into account, there may be readers that dismiss this.  

Skip Days: Indicates days when the feed should not be read. This 
is a hint to feed readers and does not necessarily have to be 
followed. 

Skip Hours: Indicates hours when the feed should not be read. 
This is a hint to feed readers and does not necessarily have to be 
followed. 

7. Click Save. 

The site tree will refresh and the created feed will appear selected. 

 

The dynamic publication feed will appear in the site tree. 

5.6.3.1 Creating a Dynamic Publication Feed with Keywords 

A dynamic feed is one populated based on the most recent 
content within a specific top level folder.  Recency dates are 
defined during the classification of a page.  Relevance 
constraints are applied by configuring keywords.   

Keywords are selected from the Classification module.  Only 
pages that match the topic > facet > term combination(s) will be 
considered relevant and be included in the feed content.  Only 
published pages with associated keywords within the specified 
folder will appear on the feed.  



5.6.3.2 Modifying a Dynamic Publication Feed’s Properties 

The properties of a dynamic feed may be modified at any time.  

To modify a dynamic publication feed’s properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Syndicated Content under Modules. 

3. Select the desired feed under Syndicated Content. 

4. Select the Properties tab.  

 

The dynamic publication feed’s properties will appear.  

 

5. Click Edit.  

The Dynamic Feed Properties will appear.  
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6. Make desired modifications.  

7. Click Save. 

5.6.3.3 Viewing the Raw XML 

A link to view the raw XML is available on the Properties tab. To 
view the Raw XML via the Properties tab: 

1. Click View Raw XML. 

 
 
The XML will appear in a separate web browser window.  



 

5.6.3.4 Dynamic Publication Feed Maintenance 

Dynamic publication feeds may be renamed, moved, and deleted 
once they are created.  

To rename a dynamic publication feed: 

1. Select the desired dynamic publication feed group.  

2. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear.  
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3. Make desired modifications. 

4. Click Save. 

 

To move a dynamic publication feed: 

1. Select the desired dynamic publication feed. 

2. Double-click Move on the Desktop tab.  

 

3. The Move dialog box will appear. 

 

4. Select the desired location to move the dynamic 
publication feed.  A dynamic         publication feed can be moved 
to another feed group. 

5. Click Move 

 

To delete a dynamic publication feed: 

1. Select the desired dynamic publication feed.  

2. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab. 

 



The Delete dialog box will appear.  

 

3. Click OK. 

5.6.3.5 Previewing a Dynamic publication feed 

Dynamic publication feeds may be previewed. 

To preview a dynamic publication feed: 

1. Select the desired dynamic publication feed.  

2. Select the Preview tab. 

 

The preview of the dynamic publication feed will appear.  

 

5.6.3.6 Updating Dynamic Publication Feed Content Manually 

Dynamic publication feed content may be manually updated so 
that it is refreshed. While this option is available, it should only 
be used in the event of data corruption.  

To update dynamic publication feed content: 
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1. Select the desired dynamic publication feed in the site 
tree.  

2. Double-click Update Feed Content on the Desktop tab.  

 

The update will automatically run. Upon completion, a 
confirmation message indicating successful update will 
appear.  

 

3. Click OK. 

Once the published feeds are established and content is 
syndicated on the feeds, users may export the feeds and 
access them via external feed readers.  

5.7 Displaying and Exporting Feeds 
Feeds may be displayed on pages by creating links to the Feed URL which is 
available on the Properties tab for each feed. Site visitors can add the URLs to 
their feed readers. This will allow the readers to maintain the site visitor’s reading 
material up to date.  

Individual feeds may be exported using the Export File feature on the Desktop 
tab of the feed.  The feeds are exported as an .xml file which can be imported 
into another feed reader.  Also, this file then can be uploaded into SiteExecutive 
as a binary file. 

To export a feed file: 

1. Select the desired feed in the site tree. 

2. Double-click Export File. 

 

3. The File Download dialog box will appear. 



 

4.  Click Open with to open the file or Save File to save the file in an external 
location. 

If opened, the file will become available. 

If saved, the desired destination must be selected.  

Feed groups and their content, including other nested feed groups, subscription 
and publication feeds, may also be exported from SiteExecutive. Information will 
be exported in OPML (Outline Processor Markup Language) format, an XML 
format that has been widely adopted for exchanging lists of RSS feeds between 
RSS aggregators. Most feed readers recognize this format, which allows 
SiteExecutive feeds to be imported to another reader.  

Another potential use might be for exporting all published feeds to a file that can 
be loaded as a binary on the SiteExecutive explorer or site tree. A link to that file 
can then be created on a page or template and site visitors can download an 
entire OPML file containing SiteExecutive content. 

 

To export content: 

1. Select the desired feed group in the site tree. 

2. Double-click Export to OPML. 

 

The File Download dialog box will appear.  
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3. Click Open with to open the file or Save File to save the file in an 
external location. 

If opened, the file will become available. 

If saved, the desired destination must be selected. 

6 SiteExecutive 2013 Permissions 
Available actions for users based on permission levels in SiteExecutive 2013 can be 
found on the Support Center. 

http://support.siteexecutive.com/training/resources/permissions_2013_chart.html 

http://support.siteexecutive.com/training/resources/permissions_2013_chart.html

